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Part One
1700's (or earlier): Australia's first contact with Muslims
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A long time ago, Muslims from Makkassar in Indonesia were the first
Muslims to make trips to Australia.
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After many long and tiring days, the northwest winds would help
them reach to top of Australia.
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The top part of Australia is a very remote place today and is known
as Arnhem Land.
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Hannah and Ali are pointing to broken pieces of Indonesian clay pipes
and glass.  The Makassans and indigenous Australians traded and
socialised with each other.
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These drawings on the rocks are proof of the different types of
vessels that visited Arnhem Land a long time ago. How may can you
see? What can you see?
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Part Two
1800's: The Afghan Muslim Cameleers



In the 18th century, Muslim men and their camels arrived in Australia
from Pakistan, India and Afghanistan.
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DID YOU KNOW: Camels are made for the desert as they can survive
up to two months without drinking water. Amazing!
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Camels were perfect to help in the desert. Muslim cameleers helped
open and connect Australia through different expeditions by
providing forms of transportation, construction material and
delivering mail. Don't forget, there were no cars at this time!
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Those in charge of looking after the camels were called 'Afghan
Cameleers' and they also played an important role in helping build
Australia.  They helped deliver materials for construction of the first
telegraph lines and rail network in Australia.
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The Afghan Cameleers constructed Australia's first mosque in
Marree, South Australia in 1861.  Isn't it different from today's
mosques?
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Part Three
1900's: The Muslim Migration
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Muslims from Malaysia came to the shores of Western Australia in
the early 1900's to help in the Pearl Diving industry.
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During World War I and World War 2, Muslims from Albania came to
Australia to work on the sugar cane farms and later fruit farms in
Mareeba, Queensland.
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Many other Muslims from Bosnia and Kosovo came to Australia to
work on the Snowy Hydro Scheme in the 1950's.  The Scheme had
over 100,000 migrants working on providing Hydro Electricity to
some parts of Australia today. It was a great team effort!
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In 1968, Muslim families from Turkey arrived in Australia. Over
10,000 Turkish families arrived between 1968 and 1971.  For the first
time, women and children were allowed to come to Australia to live
here and become Australian citizens.
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Part Four
Australian Muslims Today
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Today mosques in Australia look different to the days of the
cameleers.  Wow, they have changed so much!
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The first Islamic schools were established in Victoria and NSW in the
early 1980's.  The first two included Australian International
Academy (formerly King Khalid) in Victoria and Noor Al Huda in New
South Wales.
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Soon after the schools were established, in 2007 the Government in
Australia helped establish the National Centre of Excellence for
Islamic Studies (now called the National Centre for Contemporary
Islamic Studies).
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In 2010, a group of young Australian Muslim men and women began
working on the first Islamic museum in Australia, conceived by its
founder Moustafa Fahour OAM.  
 
Opened in 2014, the Museum is an educational centre that
documents and showcases Australian Muslim history, Islamic
contributions to Civilisation, beautiful Islamic architecture and
Islamic art from around the world. The Museum is located in Victoria,
Australia.
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We hope you have enjoyed your journey tracing the Australian
Muslim connection with Ali, Hannah and Kamal.  We hope to see you
at the Museum soon!  Peace.
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Narrate the stories so they may reflect  (Qur'ran 7:176)
 
The above Quranic verse articulates the Museum’s mission: to share Islamic arts, Muslim cultures and the
Muslim history of Australia;  to provide a welcoming space for critical reflection. In this act of sharing, we
believe common myths and prejudices are dispelled and mutual understanding is established.
 
Opened in 2014, the Museum houses five permanent exhibitions highlighting Islamic faith, Islamic
contributions to civilisation, Islamic art, Islamic architecture and Australian Muslim History. It showcases the
rich artistic heritage and historical contributions of Muslims in Australia and abroad through the display of
various artworks and historical artefacts.
 
Since opening, the Museum has welcomed tens of thousands of guests, from school children to lifelong
learners, creatives to academics.
 
We understand gaining new knowledge around unfamiliar religion or cultures can be daunting and our
greatest strengths are our light-filled, modern earning space and the passionate, warm people who have
chosen this journey with us - our staff and volunteers.
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Join Ali, Hannah and Kamal as they 
explore the Australian Muslim connection.
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